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Background

Companies running SAP systems are accustomed to configuring and maintaining elaborate security 
models to ensure the overall integrity of the data in the ERP system. In particular, to prevent unauthorized 
access to SAP systems, data and SAP-based business processes.

SAP provides the business with six levels of system security:

• Software Lifecycle Security through the transport management layer

• Infrastructure Security through managed modes of communication

• Secure User Access through user identification 

• Secure Collaboration through federated identity management, trust relationships and secure 
messaging

• Application Security which restricts what users can see and how they can see it

http://www.isss.ch/events/ft2004.04/schumacher.pdf
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Any solution that a business attaches to an SAP system, such as one offered by Winshuttle, needs to be 
aligned with the existing security model for SAP in order to meet business security standards.

For a given SAP installation there are a number of different system attributes that need to be 
considered. These include but are not limited to:

• The application platform itself, which may comprise .NET, Java, ABAP and a combination of other 
technologies.

• The various SAP components themselves, namely CRM, APO, SRM, MDM, ERP etc.

• The operating environment components, such as the operating system, the database and the 
different types of client interaction environments such as SAP GUI, Portal and the NWBC.

Each of these components typically have different attributes and each of these in turn may represent 
more or less robust ways of securing your SAP system. 

In this white paper, we’ll cover the six level of SAP system security in the context of Winshuttle and 
explore the SAP system attributes that are relevant to Winshuttle products.

SAP Software Life Cycle Security

SAP systems have a robust system life cycle model that can be shot circuited or made more elaborate 
depending on a given business requirement. Typically it is expected that in any given SAP environment, 
there is a Development, a Quality Assurance and a Productive system.  Some SAP environments may 
have multiple QA or pre-production environments or environments for specific project initiatives.

Using SAP products like ChaRM CTS+, NWDI or the existing Transport Management System in SAP, a 
business can manage the components in their SAP system. ChaRM for example provides an overview 
of technical objects across multiple environments. The transaction code STMS is used to execute the 
SAP technical objects and apply them in different environments and NWDI supports version control for 
JAVA-based SAP objects.
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How does Winshuttle handle Software Life Cycle Security?

Winshuttle’s approach to technical objects is different than that of SAP’s. Winshuttle products function in two 
modes of technical object management:

• Local management

• Central management

As the name suggests, local management is about managing automation artifacts or Winshuttle scripts locally. 
This is typically appropriate where there are a small number of users of Winshuttle products and where there 
is perhaps less rigor required around the management of the objects in the Winshuttle automation library. 
Scripts are not subject to any version other than that defined by the author. And the approach for script 
distribution is to either embed the script in a given workbook or to make them and their templates available 
to others in the organization by way of some file sharing mechanism. For user communities greater than 1 – 10 
users, this method may be acceptable but really hinges on the number of scripts, the relative complexity of 
those scripts, the frequency with which they are used, and the frequency with which they are changed. Using 
local management, scripts have no state and are always available for use with any selected SAP system.

Central management involves securing scripts for productive use in a centralized repository where their 
use can be controlled and monitored. Winshuttle supports a controlled and managed automation script 
repository by allowing the establishment of basic SharePoint Workflows and management of versions of 
scripts and policies. This enables usage and various automation object constraints all based upon SharePoint. 
Central management of script and template objects requires the implementation of a centralized server 
component on the SharePoint infrastructure. This component is called Winshuttle Central. Winshuttle Central 
not only manages the productive vs. non productive state of Winshuttle automation scripts, it also allows 
the centralized management reporting of Winshuttle automation script usage. Companies with ten or more 
users of Winshuttle products are strongly urged to use Winshuttle Central as part of their Winshuttle Suite 
deployment.

Using the Winshuttle Transaction and Query applications, authors of scripts and queries check scripts into 
their Central site on SharePoint. There, various workflow activities and procedures can be applied to the 
scripts which can transition them from a development or non-productive state into a productive state.  Scripts 
without a state of “production” cannot be run against a production defined system. 
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For those companies requiring a more segregated Development vs. Production environment, it is 
recommended that two Central systems be established and that file transfer or manual movement of scripts 
between the environments be established.  

Winshuttle scripts never reside on your SAP system, and although they leverage your SAP system 
configuration as part of the authoring process, no changes are applied to your SAP system to create scripts. 
As a consequence of this characteristic, if you upgrade your SAP system or apply changes to your SAP 
environment that modify your SAP configuration or the sequential ordering or placement of fields in your 
SAP screens, your existing transaction recording scripts may need to be recreated.

SAP Infrastructure Security
One of the primary modes of communication with a given SAP system is by way of RFC over TCP/IP, CPI-C or 
a Q-API (queued application programming interface).  

Communication between clients and a given SAP system is typically by way of dialog sessions using 
Remote Function Calls (RFC) which is a process of executing a program on the target SAP system. Other 
communication methods might be by way of HTTP, HTTPS, SMTP, SOAP and XML which may or may not 
leverage RFCs depending on the process.  Sessions instantiated via a SAP dialog session make use of Remote 
Function Calls (RFC), which is the standard SAP interface for communication between clients and SAP 
systems as well as between SAP systems and non-SAP systems.

Data is typically exchanged with SAP systems using RFCs to invoke requests (call a function) but may use 
EDI like IDOC interfaces, ALE/EDI or remotely enabled Function Modules like BAPIs. 

Requests to an SAP system are routed through the SAP Gateway which enables communications between 
the SAP system and the other system.

How does Winshuttle handle SAP Infrastructure Security?
Winshuttle products that talk directly to the SAP system respect all of the existing infrastructural security in 
your SAP environment and do not bypass any of the existing mechanisms you have in place for protecting 
your SAP investment. Winshuttle products communicate with your SAP system via RFC, irrespective of 
whether the process is a query, the invocation of an SAP transaction call or the calling of an SAP BAPI or 
remotely enabled Function Module. 

Winshuttle products may communicate with your SAP system over HTTP/S, SMTP, SOAP or XML depending 
on whether your scenario requires the use of this method.  The current versions of Winshuttle products do 
not yet make use of IDOC interfaces or ALE/EDI.  

Winshuttle products do not need to be registered on your SAP Gateway. Explicitly identified RFC destinations 
such as the Winshuttle RFC sessions are created in an ad hoc fashion according to your need to make calls to 
SAP just as users would create RFC sessions with SAP in an ad hoc fashion.

SAP Secure User Access & Secure Collaboration
SAP users are identified by way of a credential in the target SAP system. This prevents unidentified or 
unauthorized users from accessing the SAP system.  Identifying who users are, challenging them with a 
user name and password, and generally administering users is performed inside the SAP system but can be 
augmented using products like Identity Management solutions, Single Sign On (SSO) and authentication 
systems and general access control systems. A common scenario is to integrate some enterprise wide 
authentication system with your SAP system and allow users to sign on once with their windows or SAP 
Portal username and password and then pass tokens seamlessly between the authentication system and SAP.
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How does Winshuttle handle SAP Secure User Access & Secure Collaboration?

Winshuttle completely adheres to a given SAP system Secure User Access model.  Users cannot execute 
scripts against an SAP system without a valid and active SAP credential.  Users with a valid credential that 
has been disabled, locked or expired in an SAP system cannot access any BAPI, transaction or tables unless 
that user ID is enabled, extended or unlocked.

Please refer to the document entitled Configuring Winshuttle to work with SSO for details on working with SAP 
and Winshuttle products in environments with SSO.

Where a credential is granted access through a token passed from the SAP system to the browser, this can be 
leveraged by Winshuttle products to perform activities for the lifetime of the token/certificate.

Winshuttle products are able to communicate with your SAP system over SNC as well as unsecured network 
connections. Winshuttle systems typically do not maintain a permanently open RFC connection to the SAP 
system because RFC communications are instantiated on demand. 

Although it is possible to use an anonymous system account to create connections from Winshuttle products 
to a given SAP system, most installations and use cases involve the use of explicitly identified SAP users with 
associated SAP credentials. 

Connections created from Winshuttle products to the SAP system therefore clearly identify who the user is 
and what actions they are performing in the standard SAP system monitoring tools.

SAP Application Security
SAP application security is configured by SAP customers according to their specific regulatory compliance 
requirements. There may be addition data privacy or data protection measures, as well as specialized roles 
and authorization concepts established in a given SAP installation and certain activities may be monitored or 
audited. In addition, there may be transaction or data specific configuration in a given SAP system which may 
trigger SAP workflows or the invocation of certain SAP controls.

Some SAP installations may also make use of products like SAP Virsa Firefighter roles for certain transaction 
or functional restrictions. 
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How does Winshuttle handle SAP Application Security?

Winshuttle products completely adhere to the Application Security rules established in your SAP 
environment.  Users that do not have access to certain transaction codes, tables, or data will not be able 
to bypass the role and profile imposed security that you have applied to their user identifiers. 

Though a Winshuttle user may have access to a given automation script, that calls a specific transaction 
or BAPI, that user cannot invoke the associated SAP transaction or BAPI if they do not have access to it 
as a part of their standard SAP security authorizations.

Winshuttle products also allow users to perform actions against SAP systems that may be only 
temporarily granted access to certain SAP transactions through products like Virsa Firefighter.

SAP Installation Components
A given SAP installation may involve many SAP products and components. These systems may be a 
combination of legacy systems and new components that SAP has developed and promoted on recent 
times.  These components may include SAP ECC, MDM, SRM, APO, CRM etc

In addition to the different backend SAP systems that a given installation may have, some installations 
may use a variety of client-based solutions to communicate with the backend SAP landscape. These 
client solutions may include the SAP desktop GUI for Windows operating systems, the SAP NetWeaver 
Business Client, the SAP Portal, the SAP GUI rendered in a browser window, Terminal Services running 

the SAP GUI or custom .NET front-ends to SAP systems.
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What does Winshuttle work with?
Generally speaking, Winshuttle products work with any ABAP-based SAP system that can be 
communicated with over RFC. This includes R/3 4.6c through the current releases of ECC. Winshuttle 
products also work with SRM, APO and CRM systems in a limited way.

Processes and functions that are only available in the SAP Portal or which have been developed using 
Java or Web dynpros cannot be automated with Winshuttle products.  Some Java and Web dynpro 
functions as well as some standard SAP transactions have alternative interfacing methods enabled 
through BAPIs and Function Modules written in ABAP and these can be used by Winshuttle products in 
a number of very effective and robust ways. 

Winshuttle products do not work with SAP products specifically developed for .NET platforms and 
which have no ABAP components such as SAP MDM and SAP BusinessOne.

Authors of scripts and Query developers require the SAP GUI to be installed on the machines that they 
author transaction recordings and queries.  Some minimal SAP GUI components are also required for 
Runners of transaction automations and queries in order to open the RFC communication with the 
SAP Gateway.  The presence of the NWBC is not sufficient for recording or running Winshuttle desktop 
products. 

What SAP changes and authorizations are required to make Winshuttle work with 
SAP?
Most recently, several customers have found that after applying SAP BASIS 7.00 Support Package 
24 (and related packages in other SAP BASIS versions) that certain transaction recording modes, 
particularly non-batch input recordings, no longer worked. Winshuttle has a solution for this problem 
which requires the installation of a Z Function Module. Please contact Winshuttle support for more 
information on this.

Further reading:
http://www.winshuttle.com/White-Papers/Winshuttle-SSO-whitepaper-EN.pdf
http://www.winshuttle.com/White-Papers/Winshuttle-AddressingSecurityPerformanceUsabilitywithQuery-whitepaper-EN.pdf 
http://www.winshuttle.com/White-Papers/Winshuttle-EasyAlternativetoLSMW-whitepaper-EN.pdf 
http://www.winshuttle.com/White-Papers/Winshuttle-MitigatingRiskWithMassDataChange-whitepaper-EN.pdf
http://www.winshuttle.com/White-Papers/Winshuttle-EasingSOXCompliance-whitepaper-EN.pdf
http://www.winshuttle.com/White-Papers/Winshuttle-ComplyingwithSAPSecurityUsingTransaction-whitepaper-EN.pdf
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